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Eighty-eight percent of today's workforce was born between 1943 and
1981 that make up the two generational groups called Boomers and Generation
Xers (Farren & Mauer, 1999).
Over the past several years it has become increasing evident that there is
a conflict in the workplace between these two groups. Some of the work related
issues between the groups may or may not be limited to their generational group,
but may also be reflective of their developmental life stage and the evolving work
values.
Coincidently, Generation Xers are in the life stage of youth and most
Boomers are in the middle-aged'adulthood stage. Many Boomers say that
Generation Xers are just going through a phase and eventually they will wake up
and smell the coffee! They believe Generation Xers are exhibiting the
characteristics of youth and they will grow out it just like the Boomers did.
However, they are neglecting to understand is that Generation Xers were raised
in a different world, than the Boomers and Generation Xers see the world
differently+specially, the world of work (Raines, 1997, p. 34).
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"lt's a phase they are going through. Eventually, they will wake up and
smell the coffee!" That's what the cohort group called Baby Boomers is saytng
about the "Generation Xers" work values. They believe it is " the phase" of youth
the Generation Xers are exhibiting and they will grow out of it just like the
Boomers did. However, what the Boomers neglect to understand is that
Generation Xers were raised in a different world than the Boomers and they see
it differently, especially, the world of work (Raines, 1997, p. 34).
Today's workforce primarily consists of individuals who were born
between 1943 and 1981 . Fifty-two percent of today's workforce is between 20
and 40 years of age and twenty-six percent is between 41 and 59 years of age
(Farren & Maurer, 1999). These cohort groups are most commonly referred to as
Generation Xers and Boomers, respectively.
Over the past several years it has become increasingly evident that there
is a conflict in the workplace between these two generational groups. Some of
the issues between groups may not be limited to their generational group, but
may also be reflective of their current life stage or work value changes. There
has been a great deal of anecdotal information claiming that the difficulties
between the two are founded on their generational difference. However, there
are data, which indicate that the conflict may not be limited to generational
differences, but may be reflective of the life stage the individuals are passing
through.
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There appear to be great misunderstandings, hurt feelings, and poor
supervisor-employee relationships between these groups. Boomers believe that
Generation Xers are quick to capitalize on job opportunities elsewhere which
causes Boomers to view Generation Xers as being disloyal employees.
Generation Xers view their job-hopping as being flexible, as a way to build their
skills and make them more marketable (Bettina, 1995). Work is important to
Generation Xers, but not all consuming (O'Bannon, 2001). Boomers, on the other
hand, were generally willing to pay their dues for a few years, study the politics of
organizations and learn how to get into positions where they could make a
difference. Many of them today are facing the results of re-engineering and
downsizing. They are facing midlife issues of aging parents and children at
home, as well as, asking themselves if this is the time to slow down and work a
bit less (Raines, 1997).
As each new generation enters the workforce, conflicts are assumed.
Each generation sets its own tone and establishes boundanes and expectations.
Both Generation Xers and Boomers come from their own unique set of historical
circumstances. The Boomers were born between 1943-1960 and the Generation
Xers from 1961-1981 (Farren & Maurer, 1999). The Boomers, also known as
Baby Boomers, got their name because they were born during the greatest baby
boom in history. This was a freak occurrence caused by the combination of
youthful optimism, material affluence, the victory of one war and fear of losing
another war. The Generation Xers are also referred to as the 13th Generation
because they were the 13th generation born since the founding of the United
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States. Many Generation Xers grew up as latchkey kids from single-parent
homes and had access to technology never before experienced by previous
generations. The historical factors, which define the Generation Xers, may have
a greater affect on their attitude toward work-life than any other previous
generation (Strauss & Howe, 1991).
The top work complaints by Generation Xers include: management that
ignores ideas from employees, lack of consistent feedback or recognition when
it's due, and "do-it because I said so" management (Raines, 1997), They see
their career strength in their ability to solve problems and do jobs that others are
not able to do. "They believe that security nowadays comes from the
transferability of one's skills to other jobs, rather than from advancement in
hierarchically managed organization" (Bettina, 1 995).
Many managers perceive that there is a decline in the value and
importance of work demonstrated by the attitudes and behaviors of the younger
generation. Carole L. Jurkiewicz (2000) conducted a cross-sectional study of
241 public employees to determine the work related differences and similarities
of Generation Xers and Boomers in 2000. The study analyzed fifteen
independent work related variables. The two groups rated only three factors
significantly different. Generation Xers put greater value on "freedom from
supervision" than did the Boomers. The Boomer ranked "chance to learn new
things" and "freedom from pressure to conform both on the job and off the job"
significantly higher than Generation Xers. Overall this study concluded that both
cohort groups were more alike in their work expectations than different.
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The intent of this paper is to explore the evolution of American work
values, life stages, and generations and discuss the implication for leadership of
Boomers managing Generation Xers. Taking the perspective of management is
one important application to understanding the generational work values. There
are other perspectives that this paper does not address, such as labor history or
labor relationships work literature. The focus of the paper is on individuals
between 20-60 years of age who make up 78% of today's workforce.
The literature review examines how American work values have changed
over time and explores the difference between the Generation Xers and the
Boomers. Specifically, it examines how the key factors and defining moments in
history, as well as how life stages and generational differences, may explain the
communication disconnect in the workplace. There is not a great deal of
empirical data available that compares the developmental life stage to the
generational cohott groups, Generation Xers and Boomers. However, from the
data that are available it does appear that developmental behavior or life stage is
having an impact on the differences between these two generational groups.
The Evolution of American Work Values
Paul Berstein (1997) commented that the work values of the 1920's, which
were based on control and authority have changed. By the 1960's the focus had
shifted to workers as valuable human resources and recognized the worker's
desire to participate in decision-making and achieve self-fulfillment. "The
Tayloristic practices [control and production standards] of industrial
engineers. . . incurred resistance among the younger. . . baby boomers. . .To have a
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job might be sufficient forthe heirs of the Great Depression, but the boomers
work had to have meaning and challenge" (Berstein, 1997, p. 1B).
The evolution of the American work values actually began five centuries
ago in England underthe direction of Martin Luther. He saw work as an
obligation to God. As a result, work was initially viewed as a sign of salvation.
lndividuals that worked were considered good Christians because they financially
provided for their families and themselves. By the eighteenth century work was
viewed from the perspective of alienation and opportunity. Workers were both
separated from their craft of origin and provided a new source of livelihood and
opportunity. Beginning in the early part of the twentieth century and into the
present, work was viewed from the perspective of self-fulfillment For the first
time, the focus was centered on the worker. All three values served different
purposes. The ministers were concerned with the salvation of the worker, the
politicians and business owners were concerned that employees value the
oppottunities provided to them through work, and now employees are seeking
work that has personal meaning and value (Berstein, 1997).
Luther expected everyone to maintain him or herself to the calling of work
so that he or she would not be a burden to society and that the church would not
have to financially support them (Berstein, 1997, p 1). By the 18th century the
traditional God-centered work values had undergone a fundamental change to
one in which work would be viewed as an opportunity. This view persisted
throughout most of the 19h century. The work theme in the 19th century was
defined as "hard work, punctuality, and reliability". Horace [Vlann would tell
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Americans that "we are an industrious and frugal people," while Lewis Cass, a
young American politician, talked about the prospects of opportunity and riches if
Americans would be willing to strive for success (Berstein, 1997, p 7). The
"opportunity factor" proved to be powedul motivator for Americans. The idea of
getting ahead was not only preached in the 19th century, but also continued to
prevail into the 20th century with the successes demonstrated by such individuals
as Bill Gates of Microsoft and Steve Jobs of Apple Computer. Research
conducted in the 1990s concluded that the most satisfying aspect of opportunity
is not the actual choice that an employee makes, but the perception that the
opportunity to make the choice is available (Berstein, 1997, p. 2a0).
"By the 1920s, work values based on control, authority, and oversight had
become the touchstones of American management" (Berstein, 1997, p. 9).
Management at this time did not believe workers were capable of contributing
ideas; rather, they only saw workers as physical contributors. The work of social
scientists such as Hawthorne, beginning in the mid 1920s, "proved to be the
beginning of the new mind-set about work, work values, and the motivation
needed to enable employees to perform at peak levels" (Berstein, 1997, p.10).
ln the 1930s and 1940s, the Human Relations Movement gained strength.
Employees wanted to be viewed as "cooperators" rather than as servants
(Berstein, 1997, p. 10). By the 1960s the focus had shifted to workers as a
valuable human resource with the recognition of workers'desires to participate in
decision-making and achieve self-fulfillment (Berstein, 1997, p. 6). The
upheavals of the sixties caused many workers to questron all forms of authority.
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They wanted to be included in decision-making and to have jobs that would
enable them to grow and learn.
ln the 1960s, Douglas McGregor reinforced Abraham Maslow's theory that
human beings are motivated by self-fulfillment. McGregor supported a more
positive managerial approach in his Theory Y philosophy. ln the mid-sixties,
Frederick Herzberg stressed the importance of work content as the key to
employee motivation. His Two-Factor (motivation-hygiene) theory illustrated that
the positive roles of challenge, achievement, responsibility, and advancement
were critical to the success of employees being motivated. Following Hezberg's
work, Richard Walton suggested in 1975 that Quality of Worklife programs
offered employers the opporlunity to increase productivity when they treated
employees as valued human beings. However, to do this, employers needed to
provide job security, as well as an opportunity for employees to develop to their
capacity (Berstein, 1997, p. 11). This has proved to be a challenge fortoday's
employers due to the widespread downsizing in American industry.
By the late 1970s, the values of advancement and accumulation were
being encumbered by nonmaterial aspirations for personal growth and a balance
between work and life. ln the 1980s, success was being more broadly defined to
include challenge and participation on the job and time for family (Berstein,
1997, p. 180-181). This has continued into the 1990s with a new set of
aspirations that was not known in America prior to the sixties. ln a 1992 survey,
33% of employees between ages 21-29 indicated that "a rich family Iife" was the
highest measure of success. A year later research by the Families and Work
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Institute showed that 52% of the respondents rated "personal satisfaction in
doing a good job" as important (Berstein, 1997, p. 181). ln Shellenbarger's 1993
study only 22% saw]ob advancement" as an indicator of success (Berstein,
1997, p. 181 ).
Paul Berstein comments that in the future "modern work ethic will need to
enlist the loyalty and skills of employees." ln fact, "personal initiative,
empowerment and trust will become the srne qua non of industrial progress"
(Berstein, 1997, p. 12).
From Berstein's book, American Work Values, it appears that the work
values of the Boomers, when they were in their twenties and thirties, look more
like today's Generations Xers. Both groups in their twenties and thirties wanted
to pafticipate in decision-making and share their ideas. These similarities could
be attributed to their specific developmental stage in Iife, called youth or young
adulthood.
The lmpact of Life $taqes
Every individual evolves in a particular sequence in life, beginning with
birth and ending in death, which usually occurs in old age. There are isolated
patterns of behavior that evolve over time that allows us to better anticipate
certain types of developmental behavior and growth in people. Strauss and
Howe (1991) state that all people go through a four-phase life cycle: youth, rising
adulthood, midlife, and elderhood. At each phase, a person takes on a different
social pattern.
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Carl Jung, psychologist, early in the 20th century believed that individuals
pass through different psychological and behavioral stages in the course of their
lives and that these stages are characterized by the age in which they occur
(Stevens, 1961 ). Bocknek (1986) states that the developmental life stages are
both age related and sequentially fixed, Development proceeds sequentially,
building on earlier functions, structures, processes and events. The defining
features of !ife stages are not their chronological or sequential Iocation; rather,
their d istinguishing psychological characteristics (Bocknek, 1 986).
Jung separated the span of life into four behavioral stages called
childhood, youth, middle age,and old age. The first stage, childhood, is focused
on learning about the world. The second stage, youth, extends from puberty to
forty years of age. lt is a period of coming to terms with what is attainable in life.
The third stage, middle age, is from forty to old age and it is characterized by
reversal in dominance of one's masculine and feminine qualities, as well as the
beginning of contraction in life. The final stage, old age, begins around the age
60 and extends through the 80s and is about seeking the meaning of life
(Bocknek, 1986; Stevens, 1991). Jung believed that as an individual passes
from "one stage of life cycle to the next, new aspects of the Self become salient
in the psychic economy and demand expression" (Stevens, 1991, p. 61). Of
these four stages, the stages of youth and middle age coincidentally replicate the
chronological ages of today's Generation Xers and Boomers.
Before the twentieth century "adolescence" was rarely included as a stage
of the life cycle. The stages were infancy, childhood, and adulthood. After
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puberty, most young men and women entered some form of apprenticeship for
the adult world. lt was not until 1904 that G.Stanley Hall's work on a pre-adult
stage called "adolescence" became a household word (Cottle, 1972). After the
Civil War, children no longer labored alongside parents in fields and factories. As
the pre-Civil War "working family" disappeared, the new child labor laws allowed
millions of teenagers to remain outside the labor force and to become better
ed ucated.
Just as for all other stages in life, Cottle (1972) agrees that "youth" is a
stage of transition. The central issue facing youth is the tension between self
and sociefy. lt is an awareness of actual or potential conflict between what one
is (one's identity) and the resources and demands of society. The adolescent
struggles to define who he/she is, while youth begin to sense who they are and
begin to recognize the possible conflict between their emerging self and what
society expects. Another issue facing youth is peruasiye ambivalence toward
self and society. This ambivalence may include rejection of society, self-
rejection, and self-transformation. ln youth the potential and ambivalent conflicts
between autonomous selfhood and social involvement are fully experienced for
the first time. Another issue youth are facing is estrangement and
omnipotentiality. The estrangement is an incongruence between self and the
world. At the same time, their sense of omnipotentiality provides them the
experience of absolute freedom and living in a world of possibilities, of being able
to achieve or change anything. Another characteristic of youth is the refusal of
sacialization and acculturation. They become aware of the influence of society
l0
and culture on their personality and attempt to break out of the role prescribed by
their culture (Cottle, 1972, pp. 24-25). The paradox is that youth may try to
reject history, however it is their history that defines the way they will reject
history and "this rejection may even come to define the era" (Cottle, 1972, p. 26).
Erik Erikson, psychologist and personality theorist, developed a theory of
personality development. He based his work initially on the psychoanalytic
theory of Freud, but eventually formulated his own developmental approach to
personality. Erikson proposed eight stages of human development from birth to
old age each with its own normative crisis. He associated each of the eight life
stages with a particular polarized psychosocial crisis: trust versus mistrust,
autonomy versus shame and doubt, initiative versus guilt, industry versus
inferiority, identity versus identity confusion, intimacy versus isolation,
generativity versus stagnation, and integrity versus despair. At each of the eight
stages a conflict exists that needs to be addressed, though not necessarily
resolved.
Erikson argued that human development occurred in an orderly manner
each with its own special characteristics and its own particular age relationship.
Each of the stages gives rise to a unique question that is "asked" and eventually
needs to be "answered". For example, in the first stage of "trust versus mistrust"
the fundamental question is "How can I be secure?" which occurs in infancy. As
the first question is being answered other questions are being set up. The first
four stages focus on childhood development, which provide the individual with a
pool of resources that can be called upon in the fifth stage to resolve the identity
Augsbutg College Library 11
versus role confusion. Erikson considered the fifth stage as central to the
construct because the focus is now on identity. lt is the stage of adolescence
and young adulthood. The psychosocial issue is identity versus confusion and
the question asked is "Who am l? (Kazdin, 2000; Potthoff, 2001). lt is at this
stage that the individual breaks away from childhood beliefs and questions
assumptions about self and the world. lt is a stage of moving from what is, to
what might have been, to what might be, At this stage they also begin to make
commitments to various roles and outlooks that define how they fit into the world.
After the adult has achieve some tentative answers to the question "Who
am I and how do I fit into the adult world?", they are ready to address the life
stage of intimacy versus isolation. This stage is very complex because many
people seem to define themselves through their intimate relationships with
others. For some indjviduals, this stage may come at another time. Erikson,
argued that individuals could not truly be intimate until they addressed their
"identity" issue. At this stage one must be willing "to fuse one's identity with
another, which results in love and strong commitment" (Pottholf,2001, p.573).
The last two stages correspond to middle and later adulthood. Middle-
aged adults (mature adulthood) are Goncerned with being productive at work and
raising a next generation or they risk stagnation. During old age (later adulthood)
adults are looking back upon their life and trying to assure themselves that their
life was meaningful or they despair over their unachieved goals (Pottholf, 2001,
p. 576; Cole, 2001, p. 399). Compared to the previous stages of youth,
adulthood has been traditionally a stage of slower transformation. The stability of
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this stage enables parents to nurture the rapid growth of their children. This adult
deceleration of personal change is often viewed from a youthful vantage point as
being unchanging and static. As a result of this viewpoint, adolescents and
young adults often want to prolong the period of "youth". They fear by growing
up, they will cease to be really alive (Cottle,1972, p.27).
The table below shows Erik Erikson's eight stages of life, the psychosocial
crisis, and central question associated with each of the eight stages.




















Ego integrity vs despair
How can I be secure?
How can I be independent
How can I be powerful?
How can I be good?
Who am l? How do I fit
into the adult world?
How can I love?
How can I fashion a "gift"?
8. Old age How can I receive a "gift"?
(Potthoff, 2001, p. 562)
Erikson did recognize the influence culture has on the unfolding of the
eight stages of life. "While physical maturation writes the general timetable
according to which a particular component of personality matures, culture
provides the interpretive tools and the shape of social situations in which the
crises and resolutions must be worked out" (Cole, 2001, p. 398).
Car! Jung believed that conflict that existed between generations was
essentially a masculine affair, that it was a battle between fathers and sons.
Mothers and daughters were caught up in it because the father was considered
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to be all-powerful. lt is a theme of ancient lineage, recurring again and again in
the myths of the father being castrated by his sons and forced to yield his power.
"As the carrier of the paternal archetype, he is the personification of masculine
authority...and wisdom...[As the sons move from childhood into puberty, the
father isl divested of his archetypal magic, the personal father emerges in all his
human fallibility...he is seen to be outmoded, obsolescent and somewhat in the
way...To his sons, he is...but an obstructive bastion of the old order. To his
daughters, he is a constraint upon their sexual and social liberty. The more rigid
the law...the more imperative it is feltthat he be oveilhrown and replaced with a
new order more appropriate to the times" (Stevens, 1991, p. 123).
Young males in their adolescence begin to challenge the status and
authority of their elders. This is due to the sudden and dramatic increase in the
amount of male hormones that fuels their sexual appetite, but also makes them
more aggressive. "The dangerous moment comes at puberty when, intoxicated
with a huge shot of testosterone, youths seek to shake off the constraints
imposed by tradition and cast about for new ideals to pursue" (Stevens, 1991, p.
124). Konrad Lorenz commented that the new ideas of the young have to be
compatible with the old and have to achieve balance with them. "The arrogance
of youth has to be countered by the wisdom of collective experience, as the
young themselves come to appreciate when they get older" (Stevens, 1991, p.
125). The dilemma is that youth need their arrogance in orderto break out of the
family circle.
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Joseph Campbell writes in The Hero with A Thausand Faces (1949) on
the life stages of man. "Everyman: to embark on the adventure of life, he must
free himself from his parents, leave home and cross the threshold into manhold"
(Stevens, 1991, p. 127). The workplace, today, provides an opportunity for the
youth to begin the process of self-transformation and experience freedom from
their parents. lt, also, provides an arena for individuals to continue to ask
Erikson's questions: Who am l, how do lfit into the world, and how can I
contribute (How can I fashion a gift?)?
Since work is an important source of identity and is less likely to change,
Johnson (2000) studied the affect of work values of senior high students from
each of the five years, 1976 through 1980. Each group was studied for a
fourteen-year period in two-year intervals. The findings showed that young
adults ranked the independent variables of "a job people respect" and "a job with
high status" least impofiant. However, the independent variables of "a job that is
interesting to do" and "uses your skill" were rated as important. Without
exception, the proportion of respondents rating each job feature "very important"
declined with age. However ' job rewards" steadily increased over the entire
period of the study. This study supported the "aging stability hypothesis" that
attitudes and values are not stable from adolescence through young adulthood
because exposure to new information or experiences can influence a change in
work values (Johnson, 2001 ; Lorence & Mortimer, 1985). The limitation of this
study is that it only studied individuals into their early thirties and we cannot
assume that these work related values persisted into later adulthood.
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Although there are few work-related value studies of middle-aged and
older adults, Lorence and Mortimer (1985) conducted such a study in 1973 and
1977. They analyzed 882 individuals who were from 16 years of age up to 65
years of age and worked a minimum of 20 hours per week. The purpose was to
investigate whether work experiences and job involvement manifests different
patterns of stability at various ages. The study showed that the independent
variable of "work orientation" ranked the highest in intermediate age group (30-
44). Each of the three work characteristics--income, occupational status, and
autonomy--was the least stable in the youngest age group (16-29). The
youngest workers manifested the greatest amount of "change in employment"
versus the other two groups who demonstrated greater stability in 'job
orientation". This means that younger employees (16-29) were focused on
developing their skills and as young adults were not focused on income or job
position. However, as they moved into the stage of having families the need for
income and job position became more impofiant. As a result, the middle aged
and older workers fostered an attitude of stability. This study demonstrated that
the impact of autonomy in the job was strongest among the youngest workers. ln
fact, it was three times greater than in the two older groups. This study
supported the concept of life stages as being a factor in understanding the
differences that can exist between Generation Xers and Boomers.
The findings from these studies indicate that life stage is a key variable
affecting the behavior and expectations of both the Generation Xers and
Boomers. The "aging stability" studies illustrate that individual work values do
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change as the individual matures. The density of major life events diminishes
with age because new experiences represent less of one's total experience and
have less power to influence values. Forthis reason, young adulthood is a life
stage in which values are considered to be less stable than at older ages. During
young adulthood individuals are establishing a career, family, and better
understanding of labor market opportunity. For example, the value of 'Job
reward" becomes more important with age, which compliments Lorence &
Mortimer's (1985) study that'job orientation" steadily increases in importance as
individuals move into middle age (Johnson, 2001). The degree to which values
actually change does vary across the individual's Iife course. From this initial
literature review it appears that the work values for Generation Xers and
Boomers have been influenced by their Iife stage.
Ge ne ration al D iffe re nces
The sociologist Karl Mannheim believed that generations of individuals
developed along different paths because of their different historical experiences.
He defined a generation as "those people that are born at the same point in
historical time and thereby develop a shared understanding of the world,
common beliefs and aims, and a shared generation style (Potthoff, 2001, p. 238).
Mannheim maintained that social and historical events occurring during a
person's late adolescence and young adulthood are likely to shape the
individual's personality in the future (Potthoff, 2001).
Abigail Stewart and Joseph Healy developed a theory that demonstrates
the way history and social events are incorporated into personality. Stewart and
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Healy supported Mannheim's theory that the influence of history is strongly
contingent on a person's age or place in the life course. "A major historical
event, such as a world war, will have one kind of impact on a 1O-year-old child
and quite a different impact on a midlife adult. According to Stewart and Healy,
historical events occurring during a person's childhood are likely to shape his or
her fundamental expectations about how the world works. Historical events
experienced in /afe adolescence and early adulthood, may shape life
opportunities and choices, especially in the area of occupational identity. ln the
early middle-years historical events are less likely to shape fundamental values
and vocational identity since adults in their thirties and forties have Iikely
consolidated a viewpoint of the world and their place in it. Finally, events
occurring during a person's /afer years may offer new opportunities and stimulate
revisions in a person's personality" (Potthoff, 2001. p. 239). Table 2 illustrates
the Stewart and Healy theory.
Table 2: Links Between lndividual Development and Social/Historical Events
Childhood and early adolescence
Late adol escence/early ch i ldhood
Early middle-adulthood
Midlife and later
Fundamental values and expectations (e.9.,
fami ly val ues, assumptive frameworks)
Opportunities and life choices (e.9., vocational
identity)
Behavior (e.g., labor force participation)
New opportunities and choices; revision of
identity
Source: Adapted from Stewart and Healy (1989), p. 32, and from Duncan and Agronick (1995),
p. 559 (Potthoff, 2001, p. 239).
Thomas Cottle (1972) wrote that in the seventies, the American society
was being transformed from the industrial era to a new era. A new generation,
the first born in an era of postwar affluence, socially and economically were
l8
coming to maturity. They were more highly educated than in the past. ln 1900
only 6.4o/o of the youth completed high school; however, by 1970, B0% had
completed high school. The factors that brought this new group into existence
paralleled in many ways the factors that clarified the existence of adolescence:
rising prosperity, the prolongation of education, and the demands for higher
education by this society (p. 21). This new world had become an extraordinarily
complex social organization that was changing rapidly due to the new
technologies that had come into existence. As a result, a new group of young
men and women emerged who both reflected and reacted to the changes in
society. Thomas Cottle (1972) believed that neither "adolescence" nor "early
adulthood" described the young men and women who disturbed American
society at that time. "\Ue are witnessing today the emergence on a mass scale of
a previously unrecognized stage of life" (Cottle, 1972, p. 23). This group wanted
to prolong their non-adult state and did not want to seek the adult prerogatives of
their parents. Cottle (1972) proposed to call this new stage "youth". Throughout
history, there have always been groups of young people that could be classified
as "youth". The difference in the seventies is that it was no longer a tiny minority
group of individuals; rather, it was millions of individuals. A "new stage"
emerged because of the altered social, economic, and historical conditions
(Cottle, 1972, p. 23)
Strauss and Howe studied the American-Anglo history over the past five
centuries discovered a pattern of social experiences they called turning. A
turning occurs approximately every two decades and within each century there
l9
are four turnings. These turnings essentially replicate themselves every 100
years. At each turning, people change how they feel about themselves, the
culture, and the future (Strauss & Howe, 1997, p.3). Since the fifteen-century
there have been six cycles of the furnrngs and we are currently in the third
turning of the seventh cycle. Table 3 illustrates cycles (saeculum) six and seven





































Strauss & Howe, 1997, p. 138)
There are unique characteristics of each generational turning due to
historical events or what Strauss & Howe (1997) refer to as Great Events;
however, the basic personality and attitude of the generation or particular turning
of that generation is similar to previous generations of that turning. For example,
the First Turnings in both the Great Power and Millennial Saeculums occurred
after a war--the Civil War and World War ll. ln both turnings it was a period of
reconstruction. People wanted to gather, procreate, and rebuild. The mood of
the First Turning was dynamic and high which created an on-going attitude of
optimism for those individuals born during that turning. "During a saeculum's
First Turning, children are indulged, academies founded, soldiers knighted, kings
crowned, empires proclaimed" (Strauss & Howe, 1997, p. 150).
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Historian William Mcloughlin noted that "Each Awakening was nourished
by the security and affluence of the older order it attacked, and each gave birth to
the normative foundation on which the new order was founded" (Strauss & Howe
1997 , p. 47). This is reflective of Generation Xers who were born in an era of
Boomer's affluence and focus on work and they are now giving rise to a new
order to life balance and self-reliance.
Strauss and Howe's work on the four turnings illustrate that the differences
occurring between Generation Xers and Boomers may not be unique. Rather, it
may be paft of the natural course of change that repeats itself approximately
every 100 years. The following table illustrates how the turnlngs match this
century's four generational groups.
Table 4: Strauss and Howe Four Turnings and the Four Generationa! Groups
Trrrninos Core values of oeneration
Fourth turning - Crlsis
A decisive era of secular upheaval,
when the values regime propels the
replacement of the old civic order
with a new one.
First turning - High
An upbeat era of strengthening institutions
and weakening individualism, when a new
civic order implants and the old values
regime decays.
Second turning - Awakening
A passionate era of spiritual upheaval,
when the civil order comes under attack
from a new values regime.
Third turning - Unraveling
A downcast era of strengthening
individualism and weakening
institutions, when old civic order decays





















(Strauss & Howe, 1997, p. 3; Zemke, Raines, & Filipczak 2000)
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ln each of the four generational groups we can observe a change from the
Silent generation to the Millennial generation. The Silent generation consisted of
conformists and hard workers, while the Boomers valued team orientation and
working hard. The Generation Xers value balance and self-reliance, while the
Millennial generation exhibit street smarts and confidence (although it is still too
early to know for sure if these are key values). Each of these four generations
replaced the former civic order and values for new ones as described in the four
turnings.
Table 5 illustrates the moods that exist at each of the four turnings. Every
cell reads like the one before, except with a higher multiplier. From each cell we
can infer an unknown from something that is known. For example, during the
first turning the Boomers grew up in strong families, only to give way to a
weakening family structure that resulted in many single-family households. After
World War ll (fourth turning) the nurturing of children started to loosen up during
the Boomers' childhood (first turning) and as the Boomers focused more on work,
the children (second turning) became under-protected and had to become more
self-reliant.





























(Strauss & Howe, 1997, p. 105)
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As ArthurWing Pinero wrote, "The future is only the past again, entered
through another gate" (Strauss & Howe, 1997, p. 22).
lmplications for Leadership
Leaders today need to understand the implication of the evolving work
values, life stages, and generational difference that are affecting workers and the
leadership required to manage workers. The challenge for leaders today is to
determine how to capitalize on the values and assets each generational group
brings to the workplace considering the three key factors (evolving work values,
life stages, and generations) that are influencing their behaviors and attitudes.
Leaders and managers, also, need to be aware of their own work values, life
stage, and generational perspective and determine how different they may be
from their employees.
The work values from the sixties have greatly changed. Workers entering
the workforce in the sixties and seventies valued achievement and being
challenged. ln the eighties, workers placed greater value on personal growth
and family. This group saw no value in the 60-hour workweek. By the nineties,
employees obserued that employers were no longer able to provide job security
to their workers. As a result, workers viewed work as a place to acquire
transferable skills and did not see a need to be loyal to one organization. At
each of these turnings in values, management needed to respond in a manner
that suppofted the values of opportunity and self-fulfillment that workers desired.
Besides the changing work values, managers need to factor in the life stage and
the generational attitudes of their workers.
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Claire Raines (1997) breaks down the work value differences in the three
generations that make up 99% of the work forces (Farren & Mauer, 1999). The
following table illustrates their work related values.
































(Raines, 1997, p. 44)
Each of these three generations had different work experiences. The
Traditionalist (Silent generation) worked in paternalistic organization that took
care of employees. Due to the large number of Boomers seeking jobs they
experienced a level of competition that forced them to be less trusting and more
proactive in their careers. And Generation Xers were raised in an environment
that could not depend upon employers; as a result, they seem the Ieast
dependent upon companies to provide them with a career path.
Leaders need to be aware of their preconceptions of the generational
groups and how it may it be influencing their behavior and attitude towards those
groups. ln the book, Generations at Work, work values and motivational
messages of Boomers and Generation Xers are defined as follows:
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Table 7: On the Job ets/Liabilities and Messaqes that Motivate
Baby Boomers
On the Job; assefs
Service oriented
Driven
Willing to "go the extra mile"
Want to please
Good team members
On the job: liabilities
Uncomfortable with confl ict
Reluctant to go against peers
May put process ahead of results
Judgmental to those who see
things differently
Messages thaf motivate
"You're important to our success."
"You're valued here."
"We need you."
"l approve of you,"
Generation Xers












"Do it your way."
"We've got the newest hardware and
software."
"There aren't a lot of rules here."
"We're not very corporate,"
(Zemke, Raines, & Filipczak,2000, pp.76-77, 110, 113)
It is understandable that Boomers and Generation Xers do misunderstand
each other because their job related assets and liabilities are different and the
messages used to motivate each generation are unique. As leaders, it is critical
to understand the assets and Iiabilities of each generation and, then, determine
how to work with them. For example, Boomers were raised in a very competitive
environment. There were 80 million peers competing for everything, from being
on a sports team, to the college of their choice, to their dream company
(Lancaster & Stillman, 2000, p.22). Generation Xers are independent and are
not intimidated by authority because they are used to taking care of themsetves.
This generation knows more about technology than most older adults. "When
they feel unwelcomed in the workplace or underualued by managers they will
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withhold their creative energy, seeing their managers as unworthy trustees of this
investment capital" (Tulgan, 2000, p. 1g).
The challenge for managers is to capitalize on the Generation Xers strength
and minimize their liabilities. The Generation Xers can be service oriented, are
willing to go the extra mile, and can be team players; however, managers need to
understand how the Generation Xers demonstrate these qualities. They are not
disloyal or unwilling to make a commitment; rather, they are cautious because
the corporate world has taught them not to expect a lot from institutional
relationships due to the downsizing and lack of job security both they and their
parents have experienced. Generation Xers' impatience for short term rewards
needs to be offset by a new kind of work related security based on self-building.
They want feedback that facilitates learning, helps improve their future
performance, and helps to develop their creative abilities (Tulgan, 2000).
Bruce Tulgan (2000) identified four themes Generation Xers expressed
about their work environment and the questions they asked related to these
themes.
solutions at my own pace, and produce my own results?
status at work, and the return on my work activity (p. 33)?
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The Boomers'leadership style tends to be more collegial and something
benignly despotic. Although this works with Boomers, it is in conflict with the way
Generation Xers want to be managed (Zemke et. al., 2000). The Boomers in
their youth worked for command-and-control style managers and they
themselves fall back on this style. The Generation Xers consider this style
inefficient. They believe results drive the team and that everybody should be
able to participate in the decision-making (Farren & Maurer, 1999). The
management style Boomers worked at fostering was participatory. As true
participatory managers the skills required are listening, communicating,
motivating, and delegating. Managers who had actually developed these skills
were better able to work with Generation Xers because they would take the time
to communicate with them, find out how to motivate them, and delegate prolects
to them. The Boomers were the first generation where the question, "How do
you want to be managed?" was asked (Zemke et. al., 2000, p. 81). Even though
the question was being asked, their managers were not necessarily skilled at
providing the kind of management the Boomers wanted. During the past century
the style of management changed from command-and-control (Silent
Generation), to change of command (Boomers), to self-command (Generation
Xers) (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002).
Some of the differences that exist between Generation Xers and Boomers
can possibly be attributed to their life stage. For example, Generation Xers are
characterized as being "impatient" and "cynical" while Boomers are
"uncomfortable with conflict" and are ' judgmental of those who see things
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differently". Young adults come as idealists and agitators of change, while older
adults are more attuned to compromise, with a preference for slower adaptatlon
rather than progress at a rapid rate (Bocknek, 1986, p. 209). The life stage of
youth is similar to Generation Xers in that both are striving to determine what is
attainable in life. The Generation Xers characteristic of being "impatient" is
indicative of youth; they are impatient and are eager to define their identity. Cad
Jung states that middle age is time of contraction and a desire to be dealing with
less change and conflict. Boomers are focused on raising their children and
providing stability in their life. Younger employees (16-29) are focused on
employment changes, while older employees are focused on job stability,
income, and occupational status.
The job liabilities discussed in G.enerations at Work can be considered
developmental characteristics of youth and middle-aged adulthood. ln "youth"
individuals are striving to deflne who they are and are trying to break away from
the control of adults. Cottle might define these Generation Xers liabilities as
being reflective of the "tension between self and society". Erikson might classify
this as the fifth stage of life in which the person is trying to determine "Who am
l?" and "how do I fit into this world?" The stage of youth Iooks a great deal like
the attitudes of today's Generation Xers. The Generation Xers want and value
being self-reliant and lndependent.
The Boomers' liabilities of "uncomfortable with conflict" and "judgmental of
those who see things differently" can be considered examples of not wanting to
Iet go of control. Middle-aged adults want to be productive and at the same time
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are in a slower stage of transformation. From the Generation Xers perspective
they view this behavior as a form of stagnation (Erikson's seventh stage in Iife).
Carl Jung would possibly define the differences between Generation Xers and
Boomers as a battle between fathers and sons. The father wants to be
perceived as "all-powertul" and believes he knows what is best for the younger
generation and, to his sons, he is seen as outmoded.
From the 'job asset" perspective Boomers and Generation Xers appear to
be experiencing a turning (first to second) and a generational gap. While
Boomers "want to please" and be "good team members", Generation Xers are
more concerned about being "self-reliant" and Iearning new skills. At each
turning the older order is attacked and a new order is founded. The Boomers
wanted to please their superiors, while the Generation Xers grew up taking care
of themselves and not being dependent upon adults. From a Boomers'
perspective their value of "wanting to please" is being attacked and is being
changed to reflect "independence" and not being "intimidated by authority". Not
only does this difference illustrate a new turning, but it also illustrates the
historical differences that are affecting the two generations.
Although there are differences between these two generations, there are
basic needs that each can provide the other. For example, during adulthood,
adults want to protect and guide children, at the same time the youth recognize
the value of people teaching them things they do not know. The Boomer has the
knowledge and experience that Generation Xers are open to learn. They want to
acquire knowledge that is available from no other source. The Generation Xers
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realize that they do not have the level of professional experience that the Boomer
has and "are thrilled when teaching managers make available...their own high-
level professional judgment" (Tulgan, 2000 , p. 228).
Leaders need to view individuals from multiple perspectives: generational,
life stages, and work-values. The developmental expectations of a young adult
are different from those of a middle-aged individual. At the same time leaders
need to consider how the sociological-historical and work-value changes in the
past century have affected the expectations of the different generational groups.
Companies with a strong mix of older and younger workers have a distinct
competitive advantage. Each generation has something unique to offer.
Younger workers bring new ideas and older workers bring experience (Farren &
Mauer, 1999).
Conclusion
Let us revisit the statement at the beginning of the paper. "lt's a phase
they are going through. Eventually, they will wake up and smell the coffee." The
resolution to the differences between Generation Xers and Boomers in the
workplace is complex. The conflicts that exist are a result of all three factors:
evolving work values, life stages, and generational differences. Each of these
constructs adds value to understanding the current situation. "As people grow
older, they adjust their behaviors. They build their skills. They expand their
knowledge. But they generally do not radlcally change the way they view the
world. Most of the characteristics of the...[generation's] personality will remain
with the members throughout their lives" (Raines, 1997, p 34).
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From doing the research for this paper, I have come to the conclusion that
Generation Xers do smell the coffee; in fact, they do not understand why the rest
of the world does not smell the coffee! The coffee of change! The work place of
today, is different from the past. They are wondering why Boomers do not realize
the need to take charge of their life and not depend on others for job security.
Rather, today's employee should be focused on career security. Employers can
no longer promise that jobs will not be eliminated orfirms will not be downsized.
Today's employees need to build a portfolio of skills that guarantee "that no
matter what cataclysmic event occurs, you'll be able to land on your feet"
(Lancaster & Stillman ,2002, p. 54). For Boomers it was about building a "stellar
career" and for Generation Xers it is about building a "portable career". The
primary challenge Generation Xers face is the search for a new form of career
security to replace the out-moded concept of long-term job security with one
employer (Tulgan, 2000, p. 254).
Boomers can bring out the best in Generation Xers by managing them in
the following ways:
improves future performance.
prove their ability to deliver innovative results.
piece they are accountable for,
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can be exchanged openly and goals set as a group.
Understanding the behavior of the Boomers and Generation Xers is
complex. lt requires viewing these generations both from an evolving work
value, developmental and historical perspective. Every generation group goes
through the various life stages, but each generation approaches it differently. For
example, the Silent generation viewed retirement as a well-earned reward and
looked fonrtrard to never having to punch the time clock again, while Boomers do
not plan to retire; rather, they intend to keep working by retooling their skill as
long as they are productive. And Generation Xers are focused on renewal;
however they not waiting until retirement to be rewarded, retooled, or renewed
(Lancaster & Stillman, 2002, p. 15). "They want to enjoy the things that are
important to them throughout their career, not at the end of it" (Lancaster &
Stillman , 2002, p. 135).
It is unique that the two generational groups, Boomers and Generation
Xers, lives coincide with the life stages of youth and adulthood and that the
current behavior and attitudes are representative of these Iife stages. The
following questions need to be asked. Will the Generation Xers change as they
move into adulthood, just like the Boomers are doing? Orwill this generation
redefine adulthood? And how will future work values affect the next generations
of workers?
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The challenge for each generation is to reflect upon their past and recall
how they were and how they wanted to be treated in their youth. Although each
individual experiences a similar developmental and biological unfolding from
childhood through death, we cannot discount the influence historical and social
factors have on changing the beliefs and values in each generation. Erik
Erikson believed that the main theme in life was the quest for identity. He saw it
as a life long process that goes through many stages. Each stage builds upon
the next and throughout their lives people ask the question "Who am l?" and at
each stage they arrive at a different answer (Cole & Cole, 2001, p. 398).
As leaders, we need to capitalize on the values and assets that each
generation brings to the work place. Each individual is influenced by the current
work values, as well as, his/her generationa! and life stage to the work place. ln
fact, we do not need to be surprised that the next generation will bring a new
turning that attacks the old order and brings in a new one.
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